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Disclosure Training Objectives

• Gain a better understanding of your disclosure 
responsibilities and how to manage them

• This session will provide…
– Overview of regulatory oversight and applicable rules 

relating to disclosure
– Review of contents of Official Statement, Continuing 

Disclosure Certificate and Disclosure Policy
– Discussion of how to comply with disclosure 

requirements
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Glossary of Terms

• Issuer– Governmental entity that issues bonds

• Financial Advisor/Municipal Advisor– Financial advisor 
(municipal advisor) to an Issuer

• Underwriter– Company that purchases an issue of bonds

• SEC– Federal Securities and Exchange Commission

• OS– Official Statement

• CDC– Continuing Disclosure Certificate

• EMMA– Electronic Municipal Market Access 
http://emma.msrb.org

• Dissemination Agent Agreement– Agreement between Issuer 
and company that will post disclosure material on EMMA
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Purpose of Disclosure-Telling A Story

• The SEC wants municipal issuers to provide ongoing 
information about their debt issues
– Ensures market transparency by making information 

available to the public
– Ensures Bonds sold to investors on the secondary 

market are properly priced based on information 
provided by Issuers

– This story of the Issuer is done through the POS and 
final OS at the time of the offering of the debt, and 
then on a continuing basis (annually and material 
events) 
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Your Official Statement
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Official Statement – At a glance

• The Major Sections of the Preliminary Official 
Statement
– Terms of Offering
– The “front part” of the POS

• Introduction
• Authority & Purpose
• Security / Source of Payment of the Bonds
• Tax Exemption/Tax Matters
• Bondholders’ Risks
• Continuing Disclosure Section 
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Official Statement – At a glance 
(continued)

-Appendices to the POS

• Appendix A:  Information about the County
• Appendix B:  Bond Counsel Opinion Form
• Appendix C:  Audited Financial Statements
• Appendix D:  Continuing Disclosure Certificate
• Official Bid Form
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Responsibility for Official Statement

• Issuers are primarily responsible for the content of their 
disclosure documents, regardless of who prepared the 
document

• An Issuer does not discharge its disclosure obligations by 
hiring professionals to prepare the official statement

• An Issuer has “an affirmative obligation” to know the 
contents of its official statement, including the financial 
statements

• Executing an official statement without first reading the 
document to ascertain whether it is accurate may be 
reckless (the basis for certain anti-fraud causes of action 
by the SEC)
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Underwriter can’t buy until Rule 15c2-12 is 
satisfied

• Two aspects of the Rule
1) Prohibits an Underwriter from purchasing or selling 

Bonds without first determining the Issuer has 
agreed to provide ongoing disclosure of certain 
information, including
• Annual financial information (often more than just audited 

financial statements)
• Material event notices

2) Requires the final Official Statement to include a 
description of any material non-compliance with 
continuing disclosure obligations in the five years 
prior to the offering
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SEC Authority-Why Should you care?

• Issuers are subject to anti-fraud provisions of federal 
securities laws 

• The Securities and Exchange Commission (the 
“SEC”) regulates Underwriters through Rule 15c2-12
(the “Rule”) under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934; because of the Rule, the Issuer contractually
agrees to provide certain ongoing continuing 
disclosures
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Responsibility for Official Statement

• The SEC can bring enforcement actions against 
Issuers, members of its governing body, government 
employees and officials, and professionals working 
on the issue
– As an example, in 2008 the SEC charged several former San 

Diego city officials with fraud in connection with false and 
misleading statements in the official statement.  In October of 
2010, four of the former San Diego city officials settled with the 
SEC, agreeing to financial penalties ranging from $5,000 to 
$25,000 (this was the first instance of the SEC securing financial 
penalties against city officials in a muni bond fraud case).

– In another example, in 2013, the SEC charged the City of Miami 
and its former budget director with securities fraud in connection 
with several bond offerings and disclosures made to the public.
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SEC Trend of Municipal Entity Oversight

• Before the 2007 financial crisis, the SEC was less 
focused on municipal entities

• Steps have since been taken to increase federal 
regulatory oversight (e.g. Dodd Frank Act)

• In recent years the SEC has expressed concern 
regarding Issuers’ compliance with disclosure 
obligations

• A series of enforcement actions and the infamous 
MCDC initiative highlights the SEC’s increased 
interest in the municipal bond market
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2014 SEC Increasing Involvement-MCDC

• On March 10, 2014, the SEC announced its 
“Municipalities Continuing Disclosure Cooperation 
Initiative” (the “MCDC Initiative”), which allowed 
Issuers to self-report instances of materially 
inaccurate statements in official statements until 
December 1, 2014

• Several Issuers and Underwriters participated in the 
MCDC Initiative to receive favorable settlement 
terms from the SEC
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Continuing Disclosure Obligations Today

• Post-MCDC Initiative, the SEC has advised Issuers 
that any enforcement actions will result in more 
severe penalties. 
– “Those who do not self-report and instead decide to 

take their chances can expect to face increased 
sanctions for violations.”

Andrew J. Ceresney, 
Director of the SEC Enforcement Division

• It is very important for Official Statements to be 
accurate, including the information about the 
Issuer’s past continuing disclosure compliance
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Official Statement-Continuing Disclosure 
Section

• What could happen if the Continuing Disclosure 
Section contains materially inaccurate 
information? 
– Could result in no bids/no sale
– SEC could bring an enforcement action against 

the County AND the officers/individuals 
responsible for the preparation of the Official 
Statement
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Final Official Statement

• If the Issuer has not complied with the continuing 
disclosure obligations of previous bond issues, but 
makes the statement shown on the previous slide as 
to compliance, this could constitute a material 
misstatement and subject the Issuer to an SEC 
enforcement action under anti-fraud provisions of 
federal securities laws

• Examples of noncompliance with continuing 
disclosure obligations:
– Failure to report material event
– Failure to file annual information
– Late filing of material event or annual information
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Official Statement-Continuing Disclosure 
Section

• What could happen if the Continuing Disclosure 
Section contains materially inaccurate 
information? 
– Could result in no bids/no sale
– SEC could bring an enforcement action against 

the County AND the officers/individuals 
responsible for the preparation of the Official 
Statement
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Final Official Statement

• To satisfy Rule 15c2-12, an Official Statement often 
includes a statement listing:

“any instances in the previous five years in which [the 
Issuer] failed to comply, in all material respects, with any 
previous undertakings in a written [disclosure agreement].”

• In YOUR Official Statement:
“During the past five years, the Issuer has not failed to 
comply, in all material respects, with any previous 
undertakings it has entered into with respect to the Rule”
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Your Continuing Disclosure Certificate
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Continuing Disclosure Certificate

• Annual Reports
– Audited financials 
– Tables, schedules or other financial information 

contained in the Official Statement, for example: 

COUNTY PROPERTY VALUES
COUNTY INDEBTEDNESS
COUNTY TAX RATES, LEVIES AND COLLECTIONS
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Continuing Disclosure Certificate
Material Listed Events

1) Payment delinquencies
2) Non-payment related defaults, if material
3) Unscheduled draws on debt service 

reserves reflecting financial difficulties
4) Unscheduled draws on credit 

enhancements reflecting financial 
difficulties

5) Substitution of credit or liquidity 
providers, or their failure to perform

6) Adverse determinations with respect to 
the tax status of the bonds

7) Modifications to rights of holders, if 
material

8) Bond calls, if material, and tender offers
9) Defeasances

10) Release, substitution, or sale of 
property securing repayment of the 
securities, if material

11) Rating changes
12) Bankruptcy, insolvency, receivership or 

similar event of the issuer
13) Merger, consolidation, or acquisition 

involving issuer, if material
14) Appointment of a successor or 

additional trustee or the change of 
name of a trustee, if material

15) Incurrence of financial obligation of 
issuer or agreement to covenant, event 
of default, remedy, priority right or 
similar term, if material

16) Default, acceleration, termination, 
modification or similar event under 
financial obligation of issuer reflecting 
financial difficulties
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Event # 15 & 16: “Financial Obligation”

• The rule defines “financial obligation” to include:
i. a debt obligation;
ii. a derivative instrument entered into in connection 

with, or pledged as security or a source of payment 
for, an existing or planned debt obligation; or

iii. a guarantee of either (i) or (ii)

• A “financial obligation” does not include 
i. municipal securities for which a final official 

statement has been provided to the MSRB 
consistent with Rule 15c2-12
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Event # 15 & 16: “Financial Obligation”

• “Financial obligations” intended to include:
– Debt, debt-like, and debt-related obligations;
– Those obligations that could impact liquidity, overall 

creditworthiness, or an existing security holder’s rights

• “Financial obligation” not intended to include:
– Ordinary financial and operating liabilities
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Event # 15:   “Debt Obligation”

• “Debt obligation” intended to capture short- and 
long-term debt obligations of an issuer under terms 
of indenture, loan agreement, or similar contract to 
be repaid over time (regardless of repayment period)

• Includes leases that operate as a vehicle to borrow 
money (i.e. capital leases)

• May be broader than definitions of debt under 
state law or accounting standards
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Event # 15:  “Derivative Instrument”

• “Derivative instrument” intended to include 
– Derivative instruments relating to existing/planned debt obligation

• Obligation “planned” upon execution of related instrument if “reasonable person 
would view it likely or probable that the issuer . . . will incur the related yet-to-be-
incurred debt obligation at a future date”

• Standard likely met if “relevant derivative instrument would serve no economic 
purpose without the future debt obligation (regardless of whether the future debt 
obligation is ultimately incurred)”

– Some instruments relating to existing/planned debt of third party (e.g. if hedges 
against risks of a related debt obligation)

• “Derivative instrument does not include:
– Instruments designed to mitigate investment risk

• Examples: 
– Swap, security-based swap, futures or forward contract, option, or any combination of 

(or similar instrument to) the foregoing if issuer is a counterparty
– Provided instrument related to existing/planned debt obligation
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Event #15:  “Guarantee”

• “Guarantee” captures any guarantee of payment of 
a financial obligation provided by issuer (as a 
guarantor) for benefit of itself or a third party.

• Two disclosures possible: 
– One for guarantor
– Another for beneficiary that executed the debt obligation or 

derivative instrument if it is material & the guarantee is a 
material term
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Event # 15:  “Material”

• A “material” financial obligation is important to 
the total mix of info available to the reasonable 
investor
– Flexible, facts-and-circumstances approach
– Little guidance as to what would meet that standard

• Amount of financial obligation is not the only 
factor, making threshold tests problematic

• Potentially relevant factors include:
– (i) the source of pledged securities, (ii) priority rights, (iii) par 

or notional amounts, (iv) covenants, (v) events of default, 
(vi) remedies, & (vii) the obligated person’s overall balance 
sheet, bond portfolio, and existing obligations
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Event # 16:   Modifications/Defaults

• “Modification of Terms” interpreted to include
– Written or verbal waiver or change to non-material terms 

(provided it reflects financial difficulties)

• “Default” interpreted to include
– Any default that reflects financial difficulties, even if it does 

not qualify as an “event of default” under the terms of a 
transaction

– Payment & nonpayment defaults
• Payment default: failure to pay principal, interest or other funds 

due
• Nonpayment default: failure to comply with specified covenant 

under terms of particular transaction
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Event # 15 & 16:  Filing Requirements

• Material event notice to be filed within 10 business days of occurrence of 
event

– Form of notice not prescribed; at minimum should include: 
• Material terms of financial obligation (#15)
• Summary of default & relevant financial difficulties (#16)

• Examples of material terms to include in filing
– From 2018 Release

• Date of incurrence, principal amount, maturity & amortization, interest 
rate (if fixed) or method of computation (if variable), & any default 
rates, depending on the circumstances (2018 Release)

– From MSRB Regulatory Notice 2015-03 (voluntary disclosure)
• Source of repayment, payment dates, liquidity requirements, 

prepayment terms, events of acceleration, governing law, “most 
favored nation”-type clauses, tax status of interest, redistribution 
rights, & financial reporting requirements
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Implementing Policies and Procedures 
Regarding Municipal Securities Disclosure

• The County’s Policies and Procedures (the “Policy”) 
addresses three aspects of disclosure:
1) Preparation and approval of official statements in 

connection with new bond issues; 
2) On-going continuing disclosure requirements under a 

CDC; and 
3) Education of staff and elected officials with respect to 

disclosure matters. 
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1.  New Offerings of Bonds – Official 
Statements of the Issuer 

• Under Federal Antifraud Laws, the OS must not:
– contain any untrue statement of a material fact 
– omit to state a material fact necessary to make statements 

in OS not misleading under circumstances in which they 
were made

• Accuracy of OS is responsibility of issuer: An 
Underwriter, Municipal Advisor, or law firm may 
assist you in preparing the OS, but it is imperative 
that you review the OS for accuracy before it is 
published.  Failing to do so could result in untrue 
statements, thereby subjecting the Issuer and its 
employees and elected officials to liability
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1.  Preparing OS:  5 Steps (Appendix I)

5 steps for preparing & approving OS

• Step 1—Establish plan & schedule

– At outset of financing, Disclosure Officer to ensure there is 
(i) a plan for preparing OS and (ii) a schedule allowing sufficient time for 
all work, including review & participation by financing team & staff

• Step 2—Manage process of preparing OS

– Disclosure Officer to manage preparation process, obtaining assistance 
from other participants within issuer, lawyers, and financial professionals, 
as necessary and appropriate

• Step 3—Coordinate review & sign-off

– Disclosure Officer to develop program for coordinating staff review of, 
and sign-off on, disclosure info and documents
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1.  Preparing OS:  5 Steps 

5 steps for preparing & approving OS

• Step 4—Disclose any prior failures to comply
– Disclosure Officer to ensure OS accurately discloses any failure 

to fully comply with CDC obligations within last 5 years.

• Step 5—Give governing body time to review
– Governing body must have at least 7 days to review OS before 

voting on its approval (absent extenuating circumstances).  

– Elected officials on governing body must be directed to contact 
Disclosure Officer during review period to discuss potential 
issues or comments on the OS.
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2. Continuing Disclosure Compliance (CDC 
Compliance)

Relevant Rules

• Under SEC Rule 15c2-12, the County must
– file (or cause to be filed) necessary items under the CDC
– in searchable electronic format (searchable pdf)  
– on EMMA (Electronic Municipal Market Access) portal 

(www.mma.msrb.org)  

• Adequate disclosure is responsibility of the 
County
– Role of dissemination agent (if any)
– Effects of noncompliance on pricing & marketability of 

bonds
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2. Continuing Disclosure Compliance (CDC 
Compliance—Appendix II)

13 points for meeting CDC obligations
• Point 1—Point person for CDC compliance

– Disclosure Officer has primary responsibility for CDC compliance, including (i) annual 
filings, (ii) material event notices, (iii) voluntary filings, (iv) other filings required by 
CDC

• Point 2—Understanding new CDC obligations

– Prior to executing CDC when issuing bonds, the issuer is to ensure it fully 
understands its CDC obligations by discussing them with (i) bond/disclosure counsel, 
(ii) the underwriter, and/or  (iii) the municipal advisor 

• Point 3—Ensuring accuracy of public statements

– Under antifraud rules, all public statements and releases of info regarding issuer’s 
finances must be accurate & not misleading in all material respects (e.g. - website 
updates, press releases, market notices, etc.)

– Disclosure Officer has primary responsibility; public officials also responsible

– Applies to info that is reasonably expected to reach markets or investors
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2. Continuing Disclosure Compliance (CDC 
Compliance—Appendix II Cont’d)

13 points for meeting CDC obligations (cont’d)
• Point 4—Maintain list of outstanding bonds subject to CDC

– Disclosure Officer to compile & maintain list of all outstanding bond issues 
subject to a CDC, including applicable filing dates.  

– Info to be tracked using “Disclosure Table, Part I” of the Policy:

• Point 5—Maintain copies of Disclosure Docs

– Disclosure Officer to assemble/maintain copies of executed CDC, final OS, 
and any Dissemination Agent Agreements for each applicable bond issue
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2. Continuing Disclosure Compliance (CDC 
Compliance—Appendix II Cont’d)

13 points for meeting CDC obligations (cont’d)
• Point 6—Document & track information to file

– Disclosure Officer to document and track info required to be 
filed and dates of filing

– Info to be tracked using “Disclosure Table, Part II” of the Policy:
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2. Continuing Disclosure Compliance (CDC 
Compliance—Appendix II Cont’d)

13 points for meeting CDC obligations (cont’d)
• Point 7—Register for filing reminders

– Disclosure Officer to register for CDC-filing email reminders from the 
“EMMA” website (http://emma.msrb.org) 

• Point 8—Prepare filing in advance

– At least 30 days before earliest deadline on Disclosure Table, Disclosure 
Officer to begin process of compiling info for filing

– Coordinate with any outside professionals hired to compile this information, 
such as Dissemination Agent or Municipal Advisor

• Point 9—Confirm completeness of filing
– At least 10 days before each filing deadline, Disclosure Officer to 

determine if all necessary items under CDC ready for filing
– Coordinate with any outside professionals (as in Point 8)
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2. Continuing Disclosure Compliance (CDC 
Compliance—Appendix II Cont’d)

13 points for meeting CDC obligations (cont’d)

• Point 10—File the information
– At least 3 days before each filing deadline, Disclosure Officer to file (or confirm 

outside professionals filed) necessary items on EMMA
– After filing, Disclosure Officer to confirm all items available on EMMA and note 

filing date on Disclosure Table

• Point 11—Watch out for Listed Events

– Disclosure Officer is responsible for determining if any “Listed Events” have 
taken place (see next slide for 16 Listed Events) 

– If so, Disclosure Officer to discuss same with external legal & financial 
professionals and to cause the filing of notice on EMMA within ten business 
days of such Listed Events
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2. Continuing Disclosure Compliance (CDC 
Compliance—Appendix II Cont’d)
1) Payment delinquencies
2) Non-payment related defaults, if material
3) Unscheduled draws on debt service 

reserves reflecting financial difficulties
4) Unscheduled draws on credit 

enhancements reflecting financial 
difficulties

5) Substitution of credit or liquidity 
providers, or their failure to perform

6) Adverse determinations with respect to 
the tax status of the bonds

7) Modifications to rights of holders, if 
material

8) Bond calls, if material, and tender offers
9) Defeasances

10) Release, substitution, or sale of 
property securing repayment of the 
securities, if material

11) Rating changes
12) Bankruptcy, insolvency, receivership or 

similar event of the issuer
13) Merger, consolidation, or acquisition 

involving Issuer, if material
14) Appointment of a successor or 

additional trustee or the change of 
name of a trustee, if material

15) Incurrence of financial obligation of 
issuer or agreement to covenant, event 
of default, remedy, priority right or 
similar term, if material

16) Default, acceleration, termination, 
modification or similar event under 
financial obligation of issuer reflecting 
financial difficulties
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2. Continuing Disclosure Compliance (CDC 
Compliance—Appendix II Cont’d)

13 points for meeting CDC obligations (cont’d)

• Point 12—Contact person for investor inquiries
– Disclosure Officer is primary contact for investor inquiries and must 

maintain any investor-relations content on issuer’s website

• Point 13—Point person for voluntary filings
– Disclosure Officer is responsible for coordinating & filing any voluntary 

information on EMMA after consulting with issuer’s legal & financial 
professionals
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3. Training of Staff and Governing Body 
Members

• Staff and members of the governing body must also 
be aware of these procedures.  Accordingly, 
continuous training is important to teach new 
individuals and remind current individuals of the 
Issuer’s continuing disclosure obligations.

• Three formats of training will aid in maintaining 
effective disclosure policies and procedures

1. Annual Training
2. Specific Training
3. Governing Body Training
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Disclosure Update Take-Aways

• The Official Statement tells the County’s story to the 
Bondholders:  
– Be accurate
– Read the Official Statement
– Actively Participate in the Preparation

• Responsibilities don’t end with closing--There are 
ongoing, “post-issuance” disclosure requirements
– Annual report disclosure
– Material event disclosure — 2 New Amendments
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Disclosure Update Take-Aways

• Post-issuance compliance is taking on more 
significance in light of increased regulatory scrutiny

• Adopt and follow policies and procedures to comply 
with federal securities disclosure laws

• Consult bond or disclosure counsel for assistance
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Questions?
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